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Labels increase attention to novel objects in children with autism and comprehension-matched children with typical development
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ABSTRACT This study used an intact group comparison to examine attention following in 34 children aged 2 years diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) matched pairwise for vocabulary comprehension with a group of typically developing toddlers. For both groups of children, the presence of verbal labels during a referential task increased attention to a novel object over and above the attention-facilitating effect of child-directed talking without labeling. The typically developing children displayed more attention following than comprehension-matched children with ASD across experimental conditions and there was no significant difference between the groups in the facilitative effect of hearing verbal labels. Implications for word-learning theory, intervention strategies and future research are considered.
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Learning new words presents a special problem for children diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder because these children have core deficits in joint attention behaviors, including attention following. By attention following, we mean the child’s ability to turn his or her head or change direction of gaze in order to monitor and respond to verbal and non-verbal cues that indicate the referential focus of a social partner. A deficit in following adult
attentional directives is among three primary indicators for the early diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (Baird et al., 2000; Baron-Cohen et al., 1996).

According to a social pragmatic approach to language acquisition, attention following represents one of a number of social-cognitive behaviors that children use to understand the referential intentions of conversational partners (Tomasello, 2001). Theoretically, the ability successfully to follow adult indicating behaviors should increase the efficiency with which children determine the correspondence between labels they hear and object referents they see in the environment. Children who can follow into the focus of adult attention should learn more words and avoid mapping errors during word learning (Baldwin, 1991; 1993a; 1993b).

A concurrent relationship between attention following and vocabulary comprehension has been well documented for typically developing children (Carpenter et al., 1998; Landry and Loveland, 1988; Mundy and Gomes, 1998; Mundy et al., 1995; Slaughter and McConnell, 2003) as well as children with autism (Charman et al., 2003; Landry and Loveland, 1988; Mundy et al., 1987). A positive relationship between attention following and the number of words children understand may be observed for children with autism as early as 20 months of age (Charman et al., 2003). Thus, we have support from both word-learning theory and research that attention following represents a behavior worthy of detailed examination by those interested in improving language outcomes for children with autism spectrum disorders.

For children with autism, there is indirect evidence that learning the conventional meanings of words may be primarily restricted to situations in which adults follow into the child’s current focus of attention. Baron-Cohen and colleagues (1997), using a modified version of the Baldwin (1993a; 1993b) paradigm, demonstrated that school-aged children with autism made mapping errors in word learning because they incorrectly used their own direction of gaze when making word–object associations, rather than following the speaker’s gaze to the intended referent (Baron-Cohen et al., 1997). Only 29 percent of children with autism, between 7 and 12 years of age, were able correctly to map verbal labels to novel objects when the speaker’s direction of gaze was discrepant from their own, while almost 80 percent of typically developing 24-month-olds were able correctly to complete the experimental task. When the speaker’s direction of gaze coincided with their own, children with autism were able to make word–object associations as often as typically developing, language-matched controls. Assuming these findings generalize to very young children with autism, then identifying ways to support attention following should have a positive impact on word-learning outcomes.
Typically developing infants demonstrate a preference for listening to lexical word forms early in development (Shi and Werker, 2003; Tincoff and Jusczyk, 1999). There is also evidence that listening to verbal labels increases both visual attention to objects and manual object exploration in typically developing toddlers. Baldwin and Markman (1989, study 1) observed that children aged 10–14 months spent significantly more time looking at and touching a single novel object when the examiner labeled the object than when a novel object was presented with no speech directed toward the infant. Neither age nor vocabulary comprehension were significantly related to the attention-facilitating effect of adult labeling. In this experiment, the examiner stood several feet away and only gazed or smiled at the infant as the infant played with the toy. Hearing a label heightened infant attention to a novel object, compared to a condition in which the adult did not provide any language input, although the adult was not interacting with the infant in a proximal context in either condition. In another more recent study, typically developing 18-month-olds spent a longer duration of time looking at single unfamiliar objects when adults directed infant attention using verbal encouragement in addition to the use of gaze shifts and pointing, compared to when adults directed attention using gaze shifts and pointing alone (Flom and Pick, 2003). Both of these studies suggest that adding a verbal label to other non-verbal indicating behaviors has a facilitative effect on attention following in typically developing children at the earliest stages of word learning. However, both of these studies compared a condition in which labels were presented to a condition in which the adult was silent and used only eye gaze and gestural cues to support attention following.

Parents usually introduce novel words to their children within the more naturalistic context of connected speech (Woodward and Aslin, 1990; as cited in Jusczyk, 1997). Despite strong theoretical support for the notion that labels increase attention to novel objects in typically developing children, no study in the extant literature has directly considered whether hearing verbal labels can support child attention following over and above the effects of talking about an object without labeling. This is an important empirical question for typically developing children and a question that has important practical implications for young children with autism as well. If we are able to identify cues that enable children with autism to follow adult attentional directives more efficiently, we might then use such strategies to increase word learning outside of ‘follow-in’ labeling situations. The construct of adult ‘follow-in’ labeling (Baldwin, 1993a; Tomasello and Farrar, 1986) characterizes a triadic interaction in which the adult labels the object toward which the child is already attending. In such an interaction, it is not necessary for the child to shift their own focus of attention.
attention to locate the referent labeled by the adult. In the contrasting discrepant labeling condition, the adult labels an object that does not correspond to the child’s attentional focus. A discrepant labeling condition requires that the child actively locate the referent for the adult’s label, presumably by responding to social cues that indicate the adult focus of attention. Typically developing children are able to learn words under a condition of follow-in labeling several months earlier than they are able to learn words under a condition of discrepant labeling (Baldwin, 1993a).

Studies have consistently reported a deficit in gaze following when children with autism are compared to typically developing children (Leekam et al., 1998; Mundy et al., 1994; Sigman and Ruskin, 1999) as well as to children with developmental delays (Leekam et al., 1998; Sigman and Ruskin, 1999). These studies have used both individual and group matching techniques to control for variables such as chronological age, IQ, verbal mental age and performance mental age. Even when controlling separately for receptive and expressive language, only one empirical study has attempted individually to match participants for vocabulary comprehension rather than using an aggregate language score (Leekam et al., 1998). Participants in the Leekam et al. (1998) study ranged in age from 5 to 12 years. No previous study has directly compared the attention following skills of very young children with autism to those of typically developing children, while closely matching all participants for vocabulary comprehension alone. Doing so would address the question of whether children who have acquired the same number of word meanings also demonstrate similar expertise in responding to behaviors that indicate the focus of adult attention.

**Research questions**

The current study addressed the following questions within the context of a referential task in which the experimenter used verbal and non-verbal indicating behaviors to direct child attention to a novel object:

1. Is there a significant difference in attention following for typically developing children compared to children with autism matched pairwise for vocabulary comprehension?
2. Is there a significant difference in attention following when adult referential cues include labels compared to referential cues without labels, regardless of diagnostic group membership?
3. Is the attention-facilitating effect of labels during a referential task greater for typically developing children than for children with autism?
Method

Participants
Thirty-four children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD group) participated in this study. The mean chronological age for these children was 35.4 months (SD 6.48 months; range 24–48 months). The children had received a clinical diagnosis of either autism (N = 24) or PDD-NOS (N = 10) from a licensed psychologist with extensive experience in the assessment of young children. Clinical diagnoses of autism spectrum disorder were based on criteria provided in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR: American Psychological Association, 2000) and confirmed for all participants according to the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule–Generic (ADOS–G: Lord et al., 1999). Two of the 24 children with a clinical diagnosis of autism had a diagnosis of PDD-NOS according to the ADOS–G. Three of the 10 children with a clinical diagnosis of PDD-NOS had a diagnosis of autism according to the ADOS–G.

Children with ASD were recruited from several sources: a university-based diagnostic evaluation center, a state network providing early identification services, parents or other community agencies. Eligibility requirements for participation included: (1) existing or suspected diagnosis of autism or PDD-NOS; (2) chronological age between 24 and 48 months; (3) absence of identified genetic or metabolic disorder; and (4) absence of severe sensory or motor impairment.

Each child with autism was paired with a typically developing child recruited from a university database. The pairing was determined by matching for number of words in the child’s comprehension vocabulary according to a standardized parent report instrument (CDI: Fenson et al., 1994). The mean chronological age for the 34 typically developing children (TD group) was 15.4 months (SD 2.2 months; range 10.5–20 months). Typically developing status was confirmed through administration of the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (ASQ: Bricker and Squires, 1999). Typically developing children were eliminated from participation if they scored below the 10th percentile for their age on the vocabulary measure or failed any section of the Ages and Stages Questionnaire.

Design
The questions of whether labels can help children comply with adult attentional directives and whether this attention-facilitating effect is dependent on diagnostic group membership were addressed with a repeated measures analysis of variance with two within-participant factors: diagnostic group (pairwise-matched intact groups) and attention following condition (labeling versus talking). A measure of attention
following was administered and a parent report vocabulary checklist was completed for each participant.

**Stimuli**

Eight stimulus objects were constructed by gluing together a variety of small wooden shapes. The objects were approximately 5–7 inches tall and were attached to a 4 inch diameter circular wooden base, enabling each object to stand on a table without rolling. Each object, including the base, was painted a glossy, bright color. The objects were constructed so that they did not resemble any objects that would be familiar to young children. This was confirmed through pilot testing. The objects were sorted into pairs based on maintaining a color and shape contrast between each pair member.

Four nonsense labels were used to label the target objects within each pair during the experimental task: modi, dawnoo, koba, tooko.

**Procedure**

**Attention following** The child’s ability to attend to a novel object while being continuously directed to do so by an adult was used as the measure of attention following in this study. Many studies of attention following employ a frequency metric or report the percentage of trials administered in which the child accurately responds to a single adult attention-directing cue. The challenge of measuring attention following in a developmentally young group of children with autism is the likelihood that many will score a zero, thereby reducing the utility of the measure. The current paradigm was designed to scaffold the highest possible level of attention following by providing a proximal context for triadic interaction. In addition, several strategies for redirecting and maintaining child attention to the target object were used: (1) presenting only a single object at a time; (2) placing the object close to the child and encouraging the child to handle the object; (3) using child-directed speech; (4) using proximal gestures (e.g. pointing); (5) using adult eye gaze and head turns toward the object; and (6) moving the object. Manipulations such as these have been shown to increase attention following in young children with autism (Leekam et al., 1998; 2000). We reasoned that measuring attention following under such conditions might be necessary to obtain sufficient variability in performance to test the associations of interest. A duration measure was used to quantify attention following because the examiner continually redirected the child’s attention back to the object during each trial.

The attention following procedure consisted of four pairs of 30 second trials (i.e. eight trials) and usually took less than 6 minutes to administer. For both groups of children, the examiner was seated across the table.
approximately 24 inches from the child. The typically developing children were seated in their caretaker’s lap at a rectangular table or in an infant seat, attached to the table, with the caretaker seated to one side and slightly behind the child. The children with ASD were seated or stood behind a curved table that was positioned against a corner of the testing room. A parent or research assistant helped the children with ASD to stay in the general area behind the table. For both groups, the parents were instructed to refrain from interacting with the child during the trials.

Each participant was tested with the same four pairs of objects and one object within each pair was assigned to the labeling condition. The labeled object, side and order of presentation were counterbalanced across children. Within a pair, each object was presented to the child for approximately 30 seconds and only one object was visible to the child at a time. The examiner attempted to get the child’s attention, then introduced the object from the designated side by bringing the object up from below the table. The examiner moved the object diagonally across the table until the object was centered in front of the child and close enough for the child to reach out and touch it.

During the labeling condition, presentation of the novel object was accompanied by 10 repetitions of a nonsense label embedded in child-directed, connected speech in sentence final position (‘Look! I have a modi! You can see my modi! I like how you are playing with my modi! Wow, it’s a great modi!’). During the talking condition, presentation of the other novel object in the pair was accompanied by child-directed, connected speech without labeling (‘Look! See what I have? It’s mine! And you can play with it! You’re looking at my favorite one!’).

The examiner attempted to establish a game-like routine with the child. After continuing attempts to redirect the child’s attention to the object for approximately 30 seconds, the examiner removed the object and presented the second object of the pair. Once both objects in a pair had been presented and removed, the trial was complete and the next trial began.

**Comprehension vocabulary** Parents of all participants were asked to complete the infant version of the MacArthur Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI: Fenson et al., 1994). The totals of words understood and words understood and said were combined to yield a comprehension score. The mean CDI comprehension score for the participants with autism was 155.2 words (SD = 97.9, range 11–390 words). The mean comprehension score for the typically developing participants was 153.7 words (SD = 97.2, range 19–396 words). The mean difference between the CDI comprehension scores for the matched pairs of children was 6.47 words (SD = 6.2 words, range 0–25 words).
Coding and reliability
Session videotapes of the attention following procedure were converted into digital format and coded to determine the duration of child visual attention to each object. Coding was completed using ProcoderDV (Tapp, 2003), a software system that allows accurate frame-by-frame collection of observational data from digital media. Coded data files were exported into MOOSES software (Tapp et al., 1995) for calculation of cumulative durations of looking time and interobserver reliability. Two types of child looking behavior contributed to the measure of visual attention: (1) the child looked directly at the object with or without touching, and (2) the child looked at the examiner while simultaneously touching the object. Looking behavior was not coded as attention following if the child touched the object but looked somewhere else besides at the object or the examiner.

For the children with ASD, the mean trial length was 23.35 seconds (range 13.87–33.58 s, SD = 3.44 s). For the typically developing children, the mean trial length was 26.82 s (range 21.42–38.25 s, SD = 4.24 s). Preliminary analysis confirmed that trial duration was positively associated with duration of object attention. To adjust for this, percentage looking times were used as the metric for this analysis, with the length of each individual trial calculated from the digitized videotapes. For each participant, the average proportion of looking time was separately calculated for labeling and talking trials and these summary level variables were used in the analyses.

Interobserver reliability was calculated for 20 percent of the experimental sessions for each diagnostic group using intraclass correlation coefficients. Sessions coded for reliability were randomly selected. Intraclass correlation coefficients express the proportion of total variance that is accounted for by true differences between subjects as compared to other sources of error, in particular, disagreement between observers and random error (Suen and Ary, 1989). Reliability coefficients were computed for the total sample, as the pooled group was used in the repeated measures analysis. The reliability coefficients were 0.97 and 0.98 for attention following during labeling and talking trials, respectively. Intraclass correlation coefficients of 0.6 and above are considered acceptable (Mitchell, 1979).

Results

Adult labeling and child attention following
Results of the intact group comparison yielded a significant main effect of diagnostic group \(F(1) = 42.17, p < 0.001, \text{ partial eta squared} = 0.561 \), indicating that typically developing children displayed more attention.
following than children with autism during the experimental task. There was also a significant main effect of condition ($F(1) = 6.42, p < 0.016$, partial eta squared = 0.163), indicating that both groups of children displayed more attention following during the labeling trials than the talking trials. There was no significant interaction between group membership and attention following. These results indicated that the presence of labels did increase the likelihood that children would comply with adult attentional directives, regardless of diagnostic group. Typically developing children demonstrated a longer relative duration of attention following across conditions than did the children with autism. The absence of a diagnostic group by experimental condition interaction indicated that the facilitating effect of hearing verbal labels during the referential task was not significantly different for the children with autism than for the typically developing children.

**Discussion**

The current study demonstrated that the presence of verbal labels in the child-directed talking of conversational partners increased child attention to a novel object over and above the effects of child-directed talking without labeling. The facilitative effect of hearing verbal labels was observed for typically developing children as well as children with autism who were at an early stage of vocabulary acquisition. One previous study with typically developing toddlers has compared the effects of labeling with conditions in which the adult either did not talk to the child or produced pointing gestures to direct attention (Baldwin and Markman, 1989). Another study of typically developing toddlers has compared the effects of adult pointing and shifts of gaze direction with the effects of verbal encouragement added to these two cues (Flom and Pick, 2003). The current study contributes to the literature for typically developing children by providing the first direct comparison of the effect of labeling on child attention.

Table 1  Mean values of the study variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autism Spectrum Disorder (n = 34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labeling trials</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.23–0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking trials</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.10–0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typically developing (n = 34)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labeling trials</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.67–0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking trials</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.62–0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
attention to a novel object over and above the effects of adult talking without object labeling. Baldwin and Markman (1989) also demonstrated that children looked longer at novel objects during a play period that followed exposure to verbal labels and pointing than they looked at objects that had been indicated with pointing alone. While the current study did not examine the effects of verbal labels on subsequent attention to objects, over and above the effects of child-directed talking without labels, this important comparison should be addressed in a future study. This new finding adds to previously identified strategies that can be implemented to support attention following in children with ASD (Leekam et al., 1998; 2000) and typically developing children (Fernald, 1989; Hollich et al., 2000) and has important implications for interventions that seek to support attention following behaviors.

Previous studies have shown that individual differences in attention following are concurrently related to word-learning outcomes for children with autism as well as typically developing children. However, the current findings suggest that children who have learned the same number of words do not necessarily demonstrate equivalent levels of attention following. Children with ASD, who were closely and individually matched with typically developing children for comprehension vocabulary size, demonstrated significantly less attention following even in a referential situation structured to facilitate the greatest possible compliance to adult verbal and non-verbal attentional cues. These findings suggest that children with ASD may not rely on attention following to make an initial pairing between a verbal label and an object or event in the environment to the same extent as do typically developing children. Children with ASD may differentially rely on an alternative process or mechanism to support the acquisition of new word meanings. For example, word learning in these children may be confined primarily to situations in which adults follow into the child’s current focus of attention and provide descriptive talking. That is, as suggested by Baron Cohen et al. (1997), children with ASD may learn words most efficiently when the adult label and the child’s attentional focus correspond and the child does not carry the burden of determining the label–object correspondence. In such a situation, the requirement that the child use social-cognitive skills would be reduced and the word-learning process would depend on simple associative learning.

However, child commenting (i.e. initiating joint attention) may also be a good candidate for a social-cognitive behavior that facilitates vocabulary acquisition in children with ASD. If children initiate joint attention for the pragmatic purpose of sharing attention or positive affect, adults may respond by labeling the focus of the child’s interest. Yoder and Warren (1999) demonstrated that contingent maternal linguistic mapping
mediated the relationship between child intentional communication and word learning in children with developmental delays.

Other authors (Call and Carpenter, 2002; Carpenter et al., 2002; Tomasello and Rakoczy, 2003) have suggested that children with autism may rely on alternative social learning mechanisms, such as motor imitation, to support the acquisition of referential language. Motor imitation of actions with objects provides a context within which children can maintain object-focused interaction with a social partner (Nadel, 2002). Linguistic information, by its arbitrary nature, must somehow be transmitted from adult to child. Attention to both object and adult within the triadic context of an imitative interaction may increase the probability that the adult will be talking about the child’s focus of attention and that the child will access the adult’s linguistic message. If motor imitation supports coordinated attention to object and person, a type of attention following, then a portion of the variance predicting the effect of motor imitation on word learning may actually be mediated by or accounted for by coordinated attention behaviors. That is, motor imitation may not represent an actual mechanism for social learning, but may scaffold coordinated attention to object and person such that word learning can occur. This question has not yet been tested empirically.

Because there is replicated evidence for a predictive relationship between attention following and word learning, increasing attention following is a potentially important treatment goal. When children comply with adult directives by following into the adult focus of attention, they are more likely to map a heard label to the appropriate referent. In addition, adults may respond to child compliance by providing children with verbal and behavioral models that support the acquisition of new words.

Targeting attention following as a treatment approach for improving word-learning outcomes in children with ASD remains only potentially important because an intervention study has not yet demonstrated that successfully treating attention following results in increased word learning for children with ASD. In this type of study, using random assignment of participants, the treatment for one group would specifically target attention following and word-learning goals while the treatment for the other group would target word-learning outcomes alone. Treatment effects on vocabulary comprehension in both groups could then be directly compared to allow us to confirm the efficacy of targeting attention following as one method of supporting word acquisition in children with ASD.

This study showed that providing verbal labels within a referential context could help both groups of children to follow adult attentional directives over and above the attention-facilitating effect of infant-directed talking without labeling. Thus, one way to increase the probability that
children will comply with our attentional directives is for conversational partners to include the object label when talking to children about objects and events. An attentional directive that includes a verbal label could easily be used by interventionists prior to presenting many types of teaching techniques as well as by parents when interacting with their children in everyday situations.
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